
The summer of my first year of medical school, I spent 20 days
observing Dr. Mohamed Yusuf, MD, at his clinic and hospital in
Asebe Teferi (Chiro), Ethiopia. The project began as a final
question to the doctor as I was leaving Chiro, Ethiopia. He stated
that his greatest challenge in a rural clinic was maintaining his
skills and learning current diagnostic and surgical techniques. To
do so, he would have to take a six-month hiatis from his clinic to
learn these skills in the capitol. Laparoscopic techniques allow for
shortened hospitalization and significantly decrease the risk of
infection from post-operative complications.

A prototype laparoscopy and endoscopy trainer was developed
based on design parameters which were defined through
immersion experiences in the OR. The materials used were
selected for economy, availability and durability.

This trainer requires clinician buy-in on a large scale for it to make
an impact. If they are accompanied by remote skill validation
tools that do not rely on consistent Wifi connectivity, safe surgical
practices may be brought to fruition in the developing world.
With the assistance of the Jump Trading Simulation and Education
Center, known colloquially just as Jump, I foresee this trainer
becoming a model for future projects in the annual summer
internship, which brings talented bioengineering interns from all
around the country to work on patient-centered projects to
improve health outcomes.
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Introduction

Clinical Need
Third world doctors need a portable, verifiable method of training
endoscopic and laparoscopic techniques without leaving their
rural clinics throughout the world.

The Solution Future Directions
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Features incorporated into this model include: accurate
triangulation of the surgical site, real-time haptic feedback, and
3D-to-2D video technologies via smartphone back-facing camera.
The first prototype had a total assembly cost of $40.00. Financial
analysis at the end of the project suggest costs could be
decreased to as low as $2.00 per kit. The entire kit can be
assembled by hand.
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